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Abstract: Imaging photoplethysmography (iPPG) is a contact-free monitoring of the cutaneous blood
volume pulse by RGB (red-green-blue) cameras. It detects vital parameters from skin areas and is
associated to cutaneous perfusion. This study investigated the use of iPPG to quantify changes in
cutaneous perfusion after major surgery. Patients undergoing coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG)
were scanned before surgery and in three follow-up measurements. Using an industrial-grade RGB
camera and usual indoor lighting, a contact-free imaging plethysmogram from the chest was obtained.
Changes of the iPPG signal strength were evaluated in view of both the operation itself as well as
the unilateral preparation of the internal thoracic artery (ITA) for coronary artery grafting, which is
the main blood source of the chest wall. iPPG signal strength globally decreased after surgery and
recovered partially during the follow up measurements. The ITA preparation led to a deeper decrease
and an attenuated recovery of the iPPG signal strength compared to the other side of the chest wall.
These results comply with the expected changes of cutaneous perfusion after CABG using an ITA
graft. iPPG can be used to assess cutaneous perfusion and its global changes after major surgery as
well as its local changes after specific surgical procedures.

Keywords: imaging photoplethysmography; cutaneous blood volume; cutaneous perfusion;
coronary bypass operation; internal thoracic artery

1. Introduction

Imaging photoplethysmography (iPPG) is a contact-free monitoring approach based on the optical
effects of the cutaneous circulation. The absorption and reflection of light at the skin is determined,
among other factors, by its haemoglobin content and is thus subject to the pulsatile change of blood
volume in the cutaneous and subcutaneous tissue [1]. This blood volume pulse causes tiny oscillations
of the reflected light, which can be captured by conventional RGB cameras.
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iPPG has been shown to measure physiological data such as heart rate, heart rhythm and respiratory
rate in experimental and clinical environments with a high accuracy [2–5]. As a special feature, its
signal intensity responds directly to changes of the arterial blood pressure [6,7]. This haemodynamic
sensitivity is linked to the peripheral vasculature of the skin, as the propagation of light into the
tissue is limited to the outer skin layers. The iPPG signal is affected by autonomic nervous activity
and vasomotor control in the peripheral vascular bed, such as in reactions to hot and cold thermal
stimuli [8,9], topically induced cutaneous vasodilation [10,11], the vasodilatory effects of regional
anaesthesia and reactive hyperaemia after vascular occlusion [11]. The blood volume pulse detected by
iPPG is seen as an indirect measurement of skin perfusion [1,12,13]. This idea has been implemented
in studies assessing burn wounds [14] and free flaps in plastic surgery, [15] or to reveal changes in the
microcirculation of the skin associated with migraine [10,16].

Skin perfusion is a valuable prognostic parameter and is used to guide the therapy of critically ill
patients [17,18]. Clinical signs of a poor skin perfusion, like mottling or a prolonged capillary refill,
indicate whole-body perfusion deficits during critical illness [19,20], predict complications after major
surgery [21] and are noted in treatment protocols for circulatory and septic shock [17,22]. Even when
perceptible signs of cutaneous malperfusion are absent, a reduction of skin perfusion is common after
major surgery as a result of neurohumoral responses, an increased activity of the sympathetic nervous
system and a consecutive peripheral vasoconstriction.

In this study we investigated the suitability of iPPG to detect these typical changes in the
microcirculation of the skin following major surgery. Patients undergoing coronary artery bypass
grafting (CABG) with the use of a unilateral internal thoracic artery (ITA) graft were investigated.
As the ITA is the main supplying vessel of the chest wall, the chest wall perfusion is inevitably affected
after this procedure [23–25]. Hence, two issues are addressed: the global effect of major surgery on the
peripheral circulation as well as the regional impact of ITA preparation on the chest wall perfusion.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Setting and Patients

A prospective, non-randomized observational study was carried out between December 2016 and
April 2017 at the Department for Cardiac Surgery, Heart Center Dresden University Hospital. The study
was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Technical University Dresden (IRB00001473,
EK168052013). The study was conducted in accordance with the principles of the fifth revision of the
Declaration of Helsinki. Patients scheduled for elective coronary artery bypass surgery with the use
of a unilateral ITA graft were included after informed consent was obtained. Patients undergoing
emergency surgery or concomitant heart valve procedures were not investigated.

iPPGs were obtained from videos of the chest wall, which were recorded the day before surgery
(baseline) and two hours (H2), one day (H24) and six (H144) days after surgery. For all patients,
recordings at baseline and day six were done at the same place in an examination room. Recordings H2
and H24 were taken in the intensive care unit or the surgical ward at the bedside.

2.2. Camera and Technical Setup

An industrial grade CMOS camera (UI-3370CP-C- HQ, Imaging Development System GmbH,
Obersulm Obersulm Germany) with a Cinegon 16/1.8 lens (Schneider Kreuznach, Bad Kreuznach,
Bad Kreuznach Germany) was used. The camera was mounted to a custom-made mobile setup,
allowing for a flexible and seamless integration of the measurements in the clinical workflow (Figure 1).

Videos were recorded with a spatial resolution of 420 × 320 pixels, a 12-bit colour depth, and a
frame rate of 100 frames per second. Duration of the measurements was initially set to 60 s. To achieve
a higher data consistency, the measurements were extended to three minutes after four patients were
examined. Videos were stored as a raw video on a computer and analysed offline (see below).
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Figure 2. Recording area and regions of interest. 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the camera set-up.

A four-lead electrocardiogram (ECG) and a finger pulse oximetry were taken as reference from
the bedside monitor (GE Healthcare Carescape Monitor B850) at sampling rates of 300 Hz. The signals
were synchronised with the video recordings.

No specific light source was used during the measurements. Experiments were conducted under
usual ward lighting with fluorescent tubes and ambient light. The luminous colour, intensity and
homogeneity of the illumination varied over the measurements, especially for H2 and H24.
The robustness of the models used in the signal processing allows for minor variations caused
by these effects, and their influence has been shown negligible in earlier studies [26,27].

2.3. Recording Area and Region of Interest

Patients assumed supine position during the recordings. The camera was positioned
perpendicularly above the chest at a distance of 60 to 80 cm. The camera was adjusted to cover the
entire chest wall from the clavicular line to the lower line of the ribs (Figure 2). Regions of interest (ROI)
were manually marked during the offline post-processing in each individual video by a dedicated
selector in the analysis software. Areas of the wound dressing and ECG electrodes were excluded.
To consider regional effects of ITA preparation on the skin perfusion, two corresponding ROIs were
selected, one from the side of ITA preparation (ITA side) and one from the other side of the chest
(Figure 2).
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2.4. Signal Processing

Data processing was done within a custom software framework, which allowed semiautomatic
offline processing guided by the clinical investigator. The software was implemented in Matlab.
The processing pipeline included multiple steps, which are briefly described below.

ROI definition: A custom graphical user interface allowed manual definition of ROIs. Details of
the placement are as stated before. The ROIs were defined in the first frame and were kept in size and
shape throughout the respective recording.

Image processing: To account for small movements of the thoracic region, we used optical flow to
adapt the position of predefined ROIs.

Signal extraction: To derive iPPG signal courses, we averaged the pixels over each ROI using the
green channel.

Signal processing: To account for a slightly inhomogeneous frame rate and eventually missing
frames, we first interpolated iPPG signal courses to a sampling frequency of 100 Hz by Matlab’s
Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polynomial. Afterwards, we detrended the signal courses and
applied a 250 tap finite-impulse-response high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz in forward
and backward direction.

Feature extraction: We used the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as described in [28] to quantify the
perfusion. The SNR is calculated in the frequency domain. It relates the power around the heart rate
fHR and its first harmonic 2* fHR (we use fHR ± 5 bpm and 2* fHR ± 5 bpm) to the overall power in
the frequency range between 30 and 200 beats per minute. The heart rate fHR was derived from the
reference ECG. More details on the calculation of the SNR can be found in our previous works [4,6].
The SNR was calculated from signal excerpts of 10 s. For each subject, a representative SNR of each
side of the chest wall was derived by averaging all 10 s signal excerpts of a recording.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The effects on iPPG of both the operation as well as the ITA preparation were evaluated in a
mixed-effects model. Fixed effects were defined by the measurement time and the side of the chest
wall. Measurement time was defined as an ordinal variable in relation to surgery. The side of the
chest wall was used to assess the effects of ITA preparation. Random effects were defined by patient,
and measurement time was nested at patient level.

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values are given as estimated means and 95% confidence intervals
(95 CI) derived from the model.

To account for any effects of age, sex, height, weight and heart rhythm on iPPG, a multivariable
mixed-effects model was constructed and pared down on the basis of a stepwise deletion.

Models were compared by likelihood ratio (LR) tests. Significance of fixed effects was t-tested after
Satterthwaite’s approximations to degrees of freedom [29]. The significance level was set at p < 0.05.
Statistics were calculated with R, Version 3.6.1 [30].

3. Results

The study investigated 47 male and 2 female patients aged 69 (65–76) years. All patients were in
sinus rhythm before surgery. Three patients were excluded after baseline measurements, since the
surgical procedure was changed and no unilateral ITA graft was used.

The mean value of SNR overall measurements was −1.80 ± 0.08 AU (arbitrary units,
mean ± standard error). The SNR was significantly affected by surgery (Figure 3, Table 1).

SNR values were highest at baseline and dropped persistently after surgery at both sides of the
chest. The lowest SNR occurred at the measurement H2. A partial recovery of SNR was noted at H24
and H144. The SNR remained significantly below the baseline value until the last measurement H144
(Table 1).
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Table 1. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in arbitrary units. 95% CI: 95% confidence interval. SNR was
calculated before (BL) and two hours (H2), one day (H24) and six days (H144) after surgery. ITA side:
side of the chest wall with preparation of the internal thoracic artery; other side: side of the chest wall
without ITA preparation; p1 for comparison against baseline; p2 for the difference between both sides.

ITA Side 95% CI p1 Other Side 95% CI p2

BL 1.89 0.61–3.17 2.15 0.87–3.44 0.121

H2 −5.96 (−7.22)–(−4.70) <0.001 −4.71 (−5.97)–(−3.45) <0.001

H24 −2.45 (−4.03)–(−0.87) <0.001 −2.40 (−3.98)–(−0.82) 0.427

H144 −2.53 (−3.78)–(−1.28) <0.001 −1.20 (−2.45)–0.05 <0.001

The use of ITA had a small but consistent effect on the perioperative response of SNR; 2.8% of the
SNR variance was determined by ITA alone (σ2 = 8.33 vs. σ2 = 8.57 χ2

(df4) = 121, p < 0.001).
Compared to baseline, SNR values decreased at H2 significantly more on the ITA side than on the

other side of the chest wall (∆7.85 AU vs. ∆6.86 AU, p < 0.001). Conversely, the partial recovery of
SNR between H2 and H24 was higher on the ITA side (∆3.52 AU vs. ∆2.31 AU, p < 0.001). At H24,
SNR values of both sides were comparable (−2.45 AU vs. −2.40 AU, p = 0.427). Only a nominal increase
of SNR until H144 was observed on the chest wall side without ITA preparation (∆1.20 AU vs. its
preceding value at H24). Finally, SNR values remained significantly different at H144 (−2.53 AU vs.
−1.20 AU for the ITA and the other side, respectively, p < 0.001) (Tables 1 and 2).

Table 2. Different course of SNR at each side of the chest wall during the study. p1 for ITA side; p2 for
the other side; p3 for the difference in the course of between both sides.

ITA Side p1 Other Side p2 Side Difference p3

BL to H2 −7.85 <0.001 −6.86 <0.001 0.985 <0.001

H2 to H24 3.52 <0.001 2.31 <0.05 −1.201 <0.001

H24 to H144 −0.08 0.937 1.20 0.306 1.277 <0.001

The effects of surgery and ITA preparation were independent from age, sex, weight and height of
the patients. Heart rhythm returned to sinus rhythm in most patients at H24 and H144. Therefore,
only the effects of atrial or ventricular pacing at H2 were tested, and no significant effect on SNR
was found.
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4. Discussion

Contact-free photoplethysmograms were acquired by iPPG on the chest wall of patients before
and after CABG. They showed an overall decrease of the signal strength after surgery, followed by a
gradual but incomplete recovery until day six. They also indicated a specific impact of the unilateral
ITA preparation on the perfusion of the respective side of the chest wall, which was illustrated by a
deeper drop and slower recovery of the signal strength.

These results are consistent with the cardiovascular effects of major surgery on the cutaneous
circulation, and the local outcome of ITA preparation on the perfusion of the chest wall. Depending
on its extent, surgery initiates a reaction of the autonomous nervous system along with an upraise
of circulating catecholamine levels and local vasoconstriction [31]. Aiming at the perfusion of vital
organs, the cardiovascular reaction to a surgical trauma etiologically resembles that of shock to some
degree [21]. In such conditions the peripheral circulation is the first to be limited and the last to be
fully restored [18]. Accordingly, the number of perfused small vessels in the peripheral circulation is
significantly reduced after cardiac surgery, even at a greater distance from the surgical site, and is not
fully restored after 24 h [32]. The local effects of ITA preparation are demonstrated in a reduced sternal
perfusion, which is partially balanced out by a collateral vascularization but is still evident seven days
after surgery [33]. The ITA is also the main feeding vessel of the skin on the anterior chest wall with
a restriction to the respective side of the body [25]. The resection of an ITA thus gives reason for a
reduced cutaneous perfusion, though a collateral vascularization exists as well.

The relation of the iPPG signal to the microcirculatory sequelae after major surgery and to the
local impact of ITA preparation is explained by its signal origin. The cutaneous blood volume pulse
is seen as the key source of iPPG [34–36]. This is underlined by the peak signal strength of iPPG
corresponding to the absorption maximum of haemoglobin in the spectral range of green light. Since
the propagation of green light into the skin is circumscribed to about 1 mm [37,38], the hemodynamic
information content of iPPG is specific for the cutaneous microcirculation. Though not a direct measure,
iPPG signals are strongly associated to cutaneous perfusion [13].

The results of this study prove iPPG is suitable to reveal the effects of major surgery on the
perfusion of the skin. Remarkably, iPPG was able to reveal even small alterations of local blood supply
accounting for only 2.8% of iPPG’s signal variance. These outcomes depend on the specificity of
iPPG for the cutaneous microcirculation, its sensitivity to autonomous nervous activity and vascular
regulation and on the association of the cutaneous blood volume pulse to perfusion.

Of note, iPPG was evaluated by relative changes of its signal strength during the course of
the study. Owing to their high variability between subjects, absolute values of iPPG parameters as
presented here do not allow to draw conclusions about the actual amount of cutaneous perfusion.
Further studies are needed to specify iPPG in its circulatory context and to clarify artefacts and
confounders affecting the iPPG measurement.

5. Conclusions

iPPG can be used to assess the changes of cutaneous perfusion after major surgery. It is also
sensitive for the effects of specific surgical procedures on regional cutaneous perfusion.
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